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CHAPTER I
llTRODUCTIOB
Farmhg is generally considered a family vocation, since on
most f a rms (whether owners or tenants} each member of the family
performs some well defined tasks which contribute to the total program of farming and of family well being.

Farming is continually

being affected by changing attitudes within the farm family and

changes in standards of living. as well as by changes in other occupations.

These changes call for intelligent adjustment to new ideas,

new intere sta, new standards and new demands, in new methods of pro-

duction and diapoaal of farm and industrial comm.odi ties.

They alao

call for intelligent effort in helping farm families to help themselTes.
Jlen and women engaged in farming and homemaking have comm.on pro-

blems in agricultural and hom.emalr:ing actiTities.

Likewise farm boya

and girls have comm.on problems in adjusting thcmuselvee to social alld
economic situations.

en boys and girls grow up, marry, and begin

farmin g and homemaking, they have a cooperative or joint program. of
farm and home living.

It is therefore necessary to recognize the farm

and the home as inseparable institutions with certain problems and
practices that are common.
There has been a recognition of a need for instruction in tara
family living for many years by workers in Agricultural and Homemaking
Education.

As

early as 1925 certain types of cooperative teaching
l

or joint programs were initiated.

In the Southern Region Vocational

l

Southern Regional Conference of Supervisors and Teacher-Trainer ■
in Agricultural am Homemaking Education, •Report of Joint Committee "
1939

2

Agrioultun and Homemaking Supervisors and Teacher Trainers have had a
standing Committee on Joint Program. for senrai years and legro

teacher■

of Vocational Agriculture and Homemaking in Texas have been engaged to
2

some extent in thie work since

1935.

After ten years of experience in conducting Joint Programs in departments of Vocational Agriculture and Homemaking in Texaa, the writer
is of the opinion thats
l. A study of the practices that have been used will reveal1
a. Certain practices that are proving succeastul.

b. Certain practices that are not proving successful.
c. Fundamental principles necessary- to the successful

ope ration of Joint Programa.
Successf ul principles and practices that are revea!ed a.y be recommended to persons interested in conducting Joint Programs, while
unsuccessful practices WJ.y be discontinued.
Purpose.

It is the purpose of this study toa

l. Determine the best practices now in use in organizing and con-

ducting Cooperative Teaching or Joint Programs in Texas.
2. To determine basic guiding principles which might be used in

organizing and conducting Joint Programs.

3. To give a functional concept of procedures

in organizing and

conducting Cooperative Teaching or Joint Prograaa.
Statement of the Problem. The problem of this study is posed ia

2

Southern kegional Conference of Supervisors and Teacher-Trainers
of Agricultural and Homemaking Education, "Report of Joint Committee•,
!940

the following questions:
What are the sucoesaful practices and procedures now in use 1n
the best Cooperative Teaching Programs in the Colored Schools in Texas?
What basic guiding principles underlie these praotioes and pro•
oedures?
Other Similar Studiea.

The writer was able to find Tery little

literature dealing directly with the problem, however a limited amount
of research material on similar problems was found and reviewed.
Examination of research studies related to aspects of cooperative
teaching and planning reveals that in the past, the part that teachers
played in planning together and carrying on cooperatively curriculum
activities has been negligible.
Soope. Sources, and Methods of Obtaining Data.

Procedured used

in this study to obtain data were as follows:
A. Selected Situation Studied
1. Persons familiar with Cooperative Teaching or Joint Programs
in Taxaa were invited to nominate schools in which success-

ful Joint Programs are being carried on.
2. SeTen of the schools nominated were invited to participate
in a stu~ of Cooperative Teaching with special emphasis on
the part to be taken by Vocational Agriculture.

3. The writer made some general observations of joint program
situations in his regular line of duty as Itinerant TeacherTrainer in Vocational Agriculture.

4. Information concerning the nature of the joint program 1n

4

these schools was requestea:.
,. Personal contacts were made and continuous contacts were made
in some sohoola.

6. Administrators, Vocational .Agriculture, and Homemaking teachers were interviewed.
B. Joint Program - Short Course
l. A group of fifteen {1~) Vocational Agriculture teachers, ten
(10) Homemaking teachers and fin{,) Superrlsors spent
three weeks during the suaner of 1942 in a short course
working on procedures in organising and conducting joint pro•
grams.

Jfaterials nre worked out for a handbook on Teaching

Joint Program Activities.

l'he materials assembled by this

group of teachers and supervisors nre of the sam.e type aa
that gathered in Section "A".
Since there are no :marked differences bet.wen the nature of the
data gathered through personal contacts and interviews a t the schools
and that obtained in the short course, no attempt will be ma.de to report
separate information gathered through these two procedures.

Definition of Ter.118.

For clarity of terms uaed in this study the

following definitions are giTena
Cooperative Teaching is a pattern of inatruction in which two or
•ore

teacher ■

plan and carry on the teaching procssa for one or more

groups of atudenta jointly each participating teacher correlating hia
work in such way as to accomplish a particular purpose.
Practices are methods of performance in planning and conducting

5

Coeperative Teaching.
Suooeaaful Practices are those methods of perfonu.nce in plamiiag

and conducting Cooperative Teaching that have brought taTOrable reau.Lta.
Principles are fundamental truths underlying the practices or
methods of performance in planning and conducting Cooperative Teaching.
Cooperatin Teaching~ special reference~ Vocational :!Jricu.Lture is that aapect of cooperative teaching in which the Vooationa.L
Agriculture and Homemaking teacher• take the initiatin in planning
and conducting cooperatin teaching programs.
to aa the Joint Program.

It is comJllOnly referred

6
CHAPT.l!iR II
PRESEBTATIOli A.HD AJU.USIS OF DATA

Ia th• preceding chapter it was atated that seTen of the schoola
which were recommended as having in operation suooeaatul joint programs
accepted the invitation to participate in thia study and submitted
information concerning their programs.

It we.a alao stated that sinoe

there was no marked difterenoe between the nature of the data gathered
by personal interviewa with vocational teacher• and admini1trators,
and.

that 1'hioh was worked out by 1tudying the experiences of fifteen

teachers of vocational agriculture and ten teacher, of homemaking
education, together with that of five Area Supervisors of Vocational
Agriculture ~d State and Federal officials of Vocational Agricultural
and Rome Economics l!:duoation as Consultants, that no attempt haa been
made to aeparate information that was gathered through these prooedures.
The data which were received through the above sources will be
treated under the following headings,
A. General characteristic• of school situations studied.
B. Personnel and steps in joint program planning.

c.

Characteristics and extent of joint class•••

D. Subject matter used in cooperative teaching prograu.
E. Aotivitiea engaged in by cooperative cla1sea.
F. Problem.a involved in conducting joint program.a.
G. Major factors of auooess in oonduoting coopsrative teaching
programs.
H. Peraoael for prosecuting t~e program.

7

I. Follow-up and evaluation or result,.

J. Aseilting with the war effort
X. Reference materials used
General Cbaraoteri1tic1 Of School Situations Whioh Were Studied.

The teachers participating in the situations studied. included teachers
of Vocational Agrioulture and of Homemaking, 1ohool principals, English
teacher• mathematios teacher,. social 1tudies teachers, and science
teachers.

In the elementary department, four out of six situations

studied showed that the elementary grades carried units related te
the actiTities that were in progress in the joint olaa1es.

For exam•

ple, uutri tion uni ts were taught at the time the high school joint programs were in progress.
In the 1ituations atu.died the tenure of teachers who participated

in the cooperative teaching program ranged from two years to seven
years. an aTerage of four years.

In enry- case studied the Vocational

Agriculture teacher resided in the local oom:aunityJ and with on
ception, he is

rried J while three homemaking teacher a live in the

community and tour do not.
malcing teachers are married.
in the

OOJllllUllity

ex•

Of the 1enn oaaee studied all the hom.eThe thNe homeaa1dng teachers who reside

are the wiTea of the Vocational AgrioultuN teacher,.

The nUJaber of high aohool teacher, ranged frca two to aenn with an
&Terage of five.

While the average nUllber of e.leaentary teachers iA

these 1chool1 was aenn.
Data on high aohool atudenta in th• 1choola studied show.d that

tNa 20 to

!'6 boys• an average

of"

36

boys were enrolled J while the re

was an enrollment of 25 to 83 girls. an average ot 52 girls.

Eighteen

per cent or the boys enrolled 1n high school were under fourteen years

ot age and twelve per cent were owr 19 years or age, while rour per
cent of the girls in high school were under rourteen and fin per cent
were over nineteen years of age.

Thus, sennty per cent of the high

sohool boys and eighty-one par cent of the girls nre fourteen to nineteen years of age inclusive.

In every situation studied all high

achool students were :members of"' the ll'ew Farmars ot America or the
Bew Homemakers of Texas and participated in the oooperativa teaching

program.
The number ot students in the elementary departments numbered
920 b oys and 1,147 girls, an aTerage of 132 boys and 164 girls to the
school.
Personnel And Steps In Joint Pr

gram.

Planning.

Both sourcee

ot intormation renaled evidences that the nature and extent ot planning cooperative teaching programs determine in a large measure the
degree of etfeotiveneas ot the program.

It was also renaled that in

the •oat auooeesful programs the principal of the school was thorough-

:q acquainted with its aim.s and purposes and in ooaplete haraony with
the program.
The situations studied showed that in tour oases the principal
took a leading role in planning the program.

He

alao cooperated in

helping to draw other members of the taoulty into aoti ff participation
in the program.

In tiTe oaaea or the sewn studied• the two vocati onal

9

teaohera took first steps in setting UP- tentatin plans end i.nmutdiately
consulted the principal.

Four of these gan constructive critioisma

and shared in f'uruishing leadership for the program.

In six oases the

••• Farm.era of Amarioa and the Bew Homemakera of Texas qre called
into the planning of programs.
Farmers and farawomen in all except one case were called into the
final planning of the program.

In the six oases where B. F. •• and

B. H. T. were used in tbs planning the following steps were takens
1. Prior to the first ueting the vocational agriculture teacher,

the homemaking teacher. and in some cas•• the principal set up definite aims, objectives, goals• procedures, and tentatiw list ot aotinties for the program in the school and the coJlllllunity.

There waa

a definite understanding about what was to be done. where, how, and

when these things were to be done, and a division of labor was outlined suggesti ng the part for each group to take.

Copies •re made of

these plans and a conference was conducted with the principal or other
adnainiatratin authoritie1 (in oases where he did not participate in

the first planning) for their approval, suggestions and permiaaion to
go forward with the plana.
2. After a thorough understanding of the plans and an understanding
of the duties and responsibilities of the three, th• vocational agriculture teacher called a aeeting ~f -the officers of Bew Fa!'ll8rs ot
America and the homemaking teacher met with the lew Homemakers ot Texa1' s
local chaptera officers and diacusaed the program in aetail with thea
and solicited their suggestions and approval of the program.

10

3• When theae groups ftre familiar with the program, the e!"ficera
of the two groups held a joint meeting with the principal and teachers
serving aa advisers.

At this meeting they sat up and adopted a pro-

gram of aotivitiea which they desired to participate in jointl7.

Committees were set up for each activity and plans worked out for th•
memberahip of both Bew Farmers and the Iew Homellllkers chapters.

4. The principal called a taculty ••ting and asked the repreHntati ves of the two groups, the I. F. A. and the Ji. H. T., to present
the program to the faculty.
The aims, objectives, goala, and procedures were discussed under
the leadership of the•• F. A. and B. H. T. m.embers who solicited the
help and cooperation of the entire faculty in developing and carrying
out the program.
,. After a few day-a a :meeting of the faculty was called by- the
principal to discuss the responsibilitiea of the faculty both indi•
viduaJ.ly and as a group.
h

planning the joint program with the fal"JMra and the tara womea

uauaily the plans were built around acti-rltiea and problema of special
interest to them.

In ao tar as it waa possible, both the adults and

the high school group agreed to work upon aoae of the same major pro•
blems.

Characteristics And b.xtent Ot Joint Claaaes.

In enry situation

studied, interrl.-n renaled that two types of classes were conducted
with high school atudentu
1. Classes in which boys and girls were of the same grade level
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met in single groups under the instructioa of both Tocational teachers,
or Tocational teachers and a non-vocational teacher; the clasa actiTitie1 haTing been planned in adTallce by all participating teaohera.

In this caae the teacher whose area of work was most cloael1 related
to the lesson or activities being taught took the leading part.
2. Contrary- to the idea of the writer, in every situation
atudied, exchange of clasaes was practiced.

This plan provided for an

interchange of classea between the participating teachers.

For example,

the teacher or homemaking instructed a class of vocational agriculture
boys in •Proper grooming of the hair", and other subjects that fell in
her special field, while the vocational agriculture teacher instructed
a group of homemakers in gardening or other activities agricultural

in nature.

Likewise, girls and boys sometill8s reported to the Engliah

teacher tor special work ill English uaage, which is related to the
joi nt program actiTities.

The same waa true in regard to th• 1118.tbt•

ma.ti cs and other participating teachers.
Teachers who were intervi81'9d argued two points in attempting to
justify the exchange of clasaes in their cooperative teaching classess
a. It eavea teacher-time that often woulQ be spent othenria•

aitting and listening to another teacher instruct with little or no
participation on his or her part.
b. In some cases vocational agriculture atuQents and homemalcing students are not on the same lenl of learning in a particular
exercise, unit, or job.

Bence, what aight be an intere1ting exercise

or lesson to a group of girls in parliaaentaey procedure or oth r aoti•

vi.tie• in whioh boys he.Te had aore experience than girls• would not
hold the interest of the boy,.

The reverie wuld be true in oa1es

in which a group of girls studying homemaking education ha-re had broad•
er educational experience, than boys. in regard to certain exeroi•••

or leeaon1 pertaining largely to homemaking.
Notwithstanding the tact that the two types of clasae

are being

used in instructing high school boys and girls cooperatiTely. in every
case the major emphasis was placed upon the first method and most ot

the classes in each situation studied were conducted according to
this method.
According to the information obtained from both the teachers who
were iaterTiewed and from the joint short course in. which Agriculture
and Home Economics teachers were enrolled at Prairie View College in

1942. the number of lesaons taught high sohool students ranged froa
fi.tteen to thirty-six. an aTerage of twenty-seTen.

These nUJllbers did

not include joint exercises and act1Tities that were engaged in outside of the regular joint program classes.
CooperatiTe classes for farmers and farm woaen :made proTisioa for
joint in1truction on problems which affect both the fara and the home.
The data show the following facts about the general characteristics of the adult cla•••••
l. An

average of twenty-four olau aeetinga wre conducted annually-

tor tanners and farm women.
2. Fifty per oent of thHe ..etings were joint ••tings.

3. Lessons or problems were taught largely

t,y the diaou1aion method.
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4• X.ssoas were planned and taught by both vocational teacher•
or other suitable person who was tamiliar with tl:w prob!•••
~. Programs that were planned for the adult group and those planned for the high school group were usually centered around the same
problem.
Subject !latter Used Ia Cooperative Teaching Programs.

In pre-

paring an interviewer's guide for securing inf'orma.tion on subject mat•
ter materials used in cooperative teaching courses. the writer made
use of a list of general problems of co:mmon interest to the farm and
home that were assembled as a result of the experience, of members
in the Joint Short Course group lll8ntioned above.
however. additional problems were sought.

l!1 eaoh situation,

Only one situation revealed

a new problem for course contest, namely, "Assisting With 'l'he

fort".

ar Ef-

These problems are as followat
1. Establishing family relation

2. Managing the farm and home buainesa

3. Providing

wholesome nutrition for the temiq

4. Improving personal

appearance

5. Improving home convenience•
6. Providing wholesome recreation

7•

Beautifying the fann h

8. Improving health and sanitatiOJl

9. Assisting with the war efforts and drive•
These nine general problems which affect both farm and home and which
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are usually included in the regular programs of work for vocational
agriculture and homemaking teachers servad as basic subject matter for
courses involving cooperative teaching.

A. limited number of sub-

headings which appear most frequently in the data submitted for use in
this study were classified and listed under each of the above problems
as follows:
1.

Establishing family relations
a. Daily courtesies - social graces
b. Introducing and meeting strangers
c. Recreation for the family including demonstrations
d. Living in the home together
e. Helping returning soldiers readjust themselves in the home
and community
f. Assuming one's share in cooperative responsibility in the
home
g . Respecting the wishes and rights of each other in the home

2.

Managing the farm business
a. Planning the year round income for the family
b. Making the family budget together
o. Becoming established in home and farm business
d. Determining the things the f'armar and his wife should know
about the farm and home business
e. Keeping farm and home records

3.

Providing wholesome nutrition for the family
a. Preparing and serving meals for the family

15
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b. X.arning table Hniceo. Preventing and remedying food prejudice•
d. Figuring food requirements for the family by the "Texa1
Food Standard"

e. Producing a year-round gardea

t. Brooding baby chicks for the family
g. Determining the amount of food orops to plant and the
ber of animals to grow to meet the femily food needs.

D.Ulll-

4• Improving personal appearance
a. Selecting suitable clothes for all

occasion■

b. The relation of proper dress to health
o. Forming the habit of being well dressed
d. Proper grooming

e. Selecting and using suitable cosmetics and acoessoriea

5. Improving home conveniences
a. What can be done to make the home kitchen

llOre

convenient?

b. Building convenient walks and drive ways on the home

ground ■

o. Making and repairing steps and placing them for family oonvenienoe
d. Equipping the home with ladders, stools, broom racks, door
,tops, and other handy devices
• • Keeping the fud.ly wood supply replenished

f. Supplying the home with water

6. Providing wholesome recreation for the

hane

a. Learning game• that the entire fudly will enjoy
b. Selecting appropriate movies for the entire fudly
c. Learniag and playing athletic game1 such as soft ball
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d. learning to conduct ..outings for the tamilJ

e. The Talue of 1W11Mr vacations and outings for the family

7. Beautifying

the farm home

a. Digging and balling native shrubs
b. Planting native and nursery shrubs

c. Laying out homs
. d.

ground ■

Painting as a aeans of home beautification

•• luilding flagstone •lk1
f. ~ng lawn seat1

g. Selecting lawn grasses
8. Iaproving health

and sodding

and sanitation.

a. Testing drinking ~ter in the community
b. Cooperation with colm.ty and state health unite

c. Cleanliness a factor in keeping healthy
d. Controlling mosquitoes and flies

•• Building screens. pit type toilets. and covered garbage cans

9. Assisting with the war efforts and drives
a. Training laborers to handle peanuts
b. Training laborers to pick tomatoes
o. Conducting salvage drives
d. Conducting bond and stem.p

driTe ■

e. Conducting war f'und drina

f. Conducting Red Cross drives

Acti"fi.tiea Engaged ID By Coopera.tin Class•••
ported in this study are divided into three partss

The actiTities re•
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1. Aoti vi ties carried oa oetween the Iew Farms ra of America and
the Bew Homamakers of Texas inoludeds
a. Producing a school victory garden
b. Canning and processing foods

c. lllling and curing meats

d. Assisting with the school lunch program
e. Conducting parties and picnic•

r.

Conducting sweetheart contest•

g. Conducting joint banquets for mothers and fathers
2. Activities carried on between farmers and farm women included,
a. Buying an incubator oooperati vely

b. Impro"fing poultry in the community
c. Conducting community canning oentera
d. Conducting community food shows, fairs, and achievement daya
e. Storing aweet potatoea

t. Repairing and painting comm.unity buildings as the church

3. Activities carried out betwen adults and students included:
a. Recreation acti"fi.ties as gem.ea, singing bees, festi"f8.ls,

carnivals, Christmas trees, and house cleaning
Problema Involved In Conducting Joint Prograa.

The informatiOA

collected in this atudy revealed the tact that twenty-nine problems
were encountered in ocm.ducting joint programs• .lfter considerable
discussion of thee• problems by the _group of short course students aa
well as with persons submitting information during intervi•••• suggested

solutions to ms.ny of the proble:ms were given.

These suggested

solution■

were baaed upoa the experiences of th• teachers 1n worlcing with the probleu.

Sewn of the •jor problems subllitted and their suggested solutions
are listed below.

The entire 11st ia giwn in Appendix

c.

Th.ea• seven

problems and their suggested solutions are as tollOW111
Problem 1.

Providing a suitable ueting place for joint olasa••

with adequate seating space to accommodate the entire class.
Suggested solutionaa
a. Transfer chairs trom a room that is not occupied at the time.
b. Arrange with the principal. to meet in the auditorium or
gy:ma.aaium.

Problem 2.

Fitting joint class•• into the schedule of the entire

s ohool program.
Suggested solutions,
a. n>.e matter of arranging schedule should be considered at
the time the genera.l schedule 1a being planned.

b. If the principal ia not a vocational agriculture teacher a
special conference should be arranged with him tor the consideration of this problem before he plans the regular
schedule.
Probl..

3.

T.be principal and other officials do not understand.

nor fully appreciate the value of the joint program.
Suggested aolutionaa
a. Invite the officials to observe interesting joint activities
and :project,.

b. Survey data and other facts revealing the nee& of the people
in the oo.nmity should be diaousaed with the officials
frequently-•
c. Call upon the principal for such aaeistanoe aa h• might find
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pleasure 1n randmng. Bave hi• realize that he is a
vital part of the program and his leadership is indii.apensible.
Problem

4.

There is not a char understandil:ig between the two

vocational teachers in regard to the part that each is to play in
carrying on the joint progrui.
Suggested aolutionsi
a. All planning tor the joint program should be done jointly
with each vocational teacher having a definite understanding

ot his part.
b. The teachers should be willing to cooperate and hello• lq
aside selfish motives.

c. It either of the vocational teachers is better acquainted
with the purposes and functions of the program than the
other, he or she should tactfully orientate the other into
its objectives end f'unctions, thereby denloping in hi.a
or her an appreciation for the program.
d. It should be remembered that the principal when intereated
oan play an iaportant part in directing t he progr8Jll so as
to coordinate the efforts of all the tea.chers in car17ing
forward a successful program..
Problem

5. Keeping up interest in the joint program.

Suggested solutionss
•• Plan programs ao as to provide for exercises and practical activities that the pupils are interested in.
b. Organize the program with the aeaiata.noe of the atudenta
and in terms of their needs.
o. Jake provisions for recreation.
d. Provide an opportunity for each atudent to have individual
reaponsibili 1.T •
Probl.. 6.

Getting the 1tudente to put into practice a reasoJl•

able portion or what they learn.

I
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Suggested solutions,
a. Hold individual oonferencee with students.
b. Jlak:1 regular visits with a definite purpose in

n.-w.

c. Work to be done should be reasonable, practical,, and profitable.
d. Do not spend too mch time worrying with problems about
wnich little can be done.
Problem

7. There is a lack of understanding, interest, and coopera-

tion on the part of sane school patrons.
a. Place these patrons in positions that are pleasing.
be Mak• frequent in.formal home visits
c. Keep these patrons wli informed of successful results ot
joint activiti•••
Jrajor Faotors Ot Success In Conducting Cooperative Teaohing Programs.

l. hong the factors responsible for the success of the situations
studied the following were reported frequently in the data
collected.
a. A clear understanding and a Jceen appreciation of the program
by the school principal and other achool officials.
b. A desire and willingness on the part of the teachers to as•
aiet the fant fULiliea to live better

o. A. clear conception of the aims, purposes, functions, and re•
sults of successful joint programs on the part of both vocational and non-vocational teacher,.
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. d. Appreciation of leadership and willingness to be helped
on the part of farm f amilies.
e. A we 11 planned program.

2. Among the evidences of sucoess reported ares
a. Improved poultry flocks

b. Improved farm buildings and grounds
o. Better social oonduot
d. Painted homes
e. Better regulated meetings resulting from the use of parliamentary procedure

f. Food needs more adequately met.

3.

In several oases boys and girls who participated in the program

have married and the ef fects of their training are ~mmediately
reflected in the home and farm.

4.

Teachers and principals in five of the seven situations studied
said; "Joint Programs are more effeotive where the vocational

teachers are husband and wife."

Two held that it is dependent upon

the interest of the two teachers in the joint program and their
abilities to cooperate.

Persons Participating In The Prosecution of the Program.
has

Mention

lready been made in this study of the persons who have been mainly

responsible for the planning of the program.

The writer now gives an

account of the part that was played by the&e individuals.

The functions

re distributed as follows:
1. The faculty as a groups
a. Served as teachers, advisers, leaders, organizers, and co•

I
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operators.
b. Used the joint program as a teaching devio•, by helping
pupils app~ imnediately after and during the process ot
learning the knowledge

and

skills they ... re taught.

c. Encouraged and stimulated pupils to greater activities.

a. Assisted in providing plaoes, ti•, and materials needed
for joint program work.
e. Visited home a of pupils aDd helped them study their home

situations and den lop and oarry- out home and farm. aoti•
vitiea.
2. The principals
a. Asaumad responsibility- for leadership in t he joint program.
Recognized it as a part or the entire school program.
b. Organized the faculty to perform leadership roles in the
program.
c. Helped make a wise division of labor in oareying out the
joint program.
d. Guided both faculty and pupils to work cooperatively toward
the same ultimate goal of deveJ.oping •n and wo•n who
posa••• leadership, ability, knowledge and spirit of oooperation, an appreciation tor, and strength in getting things
done through wvll organized and efficient organizations.
e. Provided room, light, haat, . time, materials, and equipment

for the joint program activities.
f. Assisted in getting help and support of agencies other

than the looal school.

g. Assumed leadership in providing opportunity tor student
teacher participation in carrying out the joint program.

3• The Homemaking Teachers
a. Assumed leadership in those activities falling largely in
the area of homemaking as nutrition needs for individuals.
olothing needs. hom decorations. and home conveniences.
b. Fitted into the entire scheme as a functioning part of the
whole program.
o. Attended joint J1Setinga and encouraged others to attend.
d. Assisted the principal in locating suitable leaders for

the various actiTities of the program.
e. Encouraged and aeeum.ed leadership in oomnunity 110rkshops

where men and women ea.me to the school and worked on jobs
designed to improve their living situati n.

4• Th•

Vocational Agriculture Teachers

a. Assumad leaderahip in those activities pertaining largely

to agriculture as production. :management. farm ••ohanic1.
and other such agricultural aotirltias that effect both
the farm and the home.
b. Attended and assiated in an advisory way with joint

••t•

in.gs of lew Farm,~ r• and 1.,,.. Homemaker• and adults.

o. Helped secure needed equipment such aa radios. movillg
picture machines. and til.111.
d • .laaiated the principal in securing the assistance of other
agencies for leadership in those phaaes of the joint pro•

gram that thaae agenciea are beat prepared to help with.

5• The Science Teachers
a. Assumed leaderehip in those aotirtti•• involving entomology,

ehemistry, and physics. (For example, in entomology studying
and controlling harmful insects on the f'arm and in the home.)
b. Directed health and sanitation activities

c. Instructed in the use of power :machine a.
d. Gave out iatormation on the use of eleotrioi ty in the rur&.l
home and on the tara.
•• Gave the principl•• ot conserntion for

■eats

and vegetables.

6. The JiLth.ematics Teachers
a. hsWMd leadership 1D. aotirlties involving mathematical cal•

culations.
b. Correlated mathematics with joint program activities.

c. Conducted field trips to •aaure garden plots and other
projecta
d. Aasumed leadership 1D. teaching groups to f'igure out materiala

tor constructing poultey houses, barns, and hollll••
•. Assisted atudenta in aeaeuring ud figuring wood•

7• Social Studies Teachers
a. The aocial atudiH teacher used tlw joint program to serve

aa a means of developing ability in the atud.nts to think

together

and

work together in an organised

"ft.'3'•

b. Correlated the joint prograa w1 th lessons in democracy, pro•

cluoing and oon1Wling, diatributing, co:aaunicating, ••ting

2.5

war needs, recreating, and other perspectives or the social
studies progr8Jll.

8. Th• English Teacher:
a. English teacher served as adviser and leader in matters

pertaining to correct English usage including:
(1) Thames written in th• English classes on various phases

of the joint program
(2) Public speaking contests, debates, and in some cases

parliamentary procedures

(3) Joint plays and public programs
(4) News itams and publications

(.5) Correlation ot English lessons with joint program activities
( 6) Reading and reporting on reading material related to
joint activities

(7) Letters written for free materials

9• Elem ntary Teachers:
a. A majority. of the situations studied indicated that the

elementary teachers built units of instruction around certain suitable activities in progress in joint program
classes.

These included units on nutrition, tarm animals,

health and sanitation, buying, and selling.
Follow-up Work And Evaluation Ot Results.

In every situation

studied some form of follow-up work and evaluation ot results is being
practiced.
The follOWing practices were reported:
1. Fairs, shows, end exhibits ware used as a means of checking
The W. R . Bank<\ ! ,P°'"'""°'

Prairie Vie w U1 'v
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on progress and J1Sasuring

esulta

2 • .Achievement days were observed

3. Informal supervisory visits were me.de

4.

Use was made of ccmparative study - before and a.t'ter picture ■

5• Check-ups were mad• on Monday to determine what aotivitiea
were carried out over the -..ek end in the home.

6.

Class room exercises reffaled information on progrea■

7• Graphs and charts ware used to show changes in •umb•r

p&rt1•

oipating, extent of participation, and aohieffment.
Reference

Mt.terial ■

Used.

It was illteresting to the writer to

note that every teacher interviewed reported )Tegro Fara Fam1lies can
Feed Thsuelves (Leatlet Bumber 8) Vocational Division,

ot Education. Washington, D.
Special reference

wa■

c.,

u. s. Ottioe

first aaong the reterenoea used.

me.de to the tables and charts contained in this

leaflet as being very helpful.

Other references appearing frequentl7

in the data weres
"Keeping Poultry Healthy"• (Bulletin lfumber 12) Department or Agricultural Education, Agricultural and Mechanical College, College Station,
Texas.

"A Stuct, of Broiler Production" (Circular lumber 2) 19q2 Farm Service
Series by' G. L. Smith, Prairie View State College. Prairie View• Texa.a.
"Home 'Oalming of Fruits and Vegetables", (B-8)

1943. Extension Ser-

nce, College Station, Texas
"Good Family Lite", (B-125) 1941 Elctension Service, College Station,
Texaa.
•Butchering And Curing Keat On The Fara•, The Enterprise Jlanufaoturing
Comp&l'lY of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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"Successful Hog Feeding", (B-98), 1943, Extension Service
"Fruit Varieties For Texas", (C-15at' 1939 The Extension Service, College station, Texas.
"Guide For Controlling Vegetable Insects" (L-19) 1942
Orchard l4anagement (B-73) 1943 Extension Service, College station, Texas
Hotbeds For Home Gardens (C-110) 1943. Extension Service, College station, Texas
"Food And Feed Guide", (L-21) 1943 Food and Feid CoDIJlittee, Extension
Servic•, A.and M. College, College station, Texas
"Grow A O..rden" (C-175) by- J. F. Rosborough, Extension Service, A. and

M. College, College Station, Texas
"Manual On Right Eating", SWitt and Company Ottice of Defense Health
and Welfare, Service, Washington, D.

c.

"Planning A Subsistence Homestead" (Farmers Bulletin No. 1773) United
States Departement of Agriculture, Washington, D. c.

"Ar•

e Well Fed" (Miscl. No. 430) United States D8 partment or Agriculture, Washington,D. c.

"Rural Family Living", The Situation Early in 1942, United States
Office of Education, Washington, D. c.

"Harvesting And storing Sweet Potatoes In The Ventilated Bank" (Circular No. 1) January 1942. Farm Service Series by J. M. Corruthers,
Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College, Prairie View, Texas
"Helps and Hints On Hot Lunch Programs In Rural Schools For Negroes
in Texas" 1943, Prairie View stat• College, Prairie View, Texas
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CHAPTER III
SUJDIA.RI', COICllJ.SIOll, AND REC01lllEIDArIOllS

Summa.1I_•

j._

renew of the data b. the foregoiag chapters gi n1

the reader an idea of how, when, and •~ the joint program began.
Throughout the study the writer has been concerned with (1) determining what practices and procedures are now in use in the moat auooeasful joint program situations in Texaa, and. (2) what f'undamental

principl•• underlie these praotioea.

It ia hoped that when onoe

determined they might be of conatruotive value aa a guide to teacher•

ot vocational agriculture, homemaking teaohera, school principals,
and others who are interested in the proaeoution of suooeaaful joi».t
programs.

They might also be of sonw n.l\18 to teacher training in-

stitutions in preparing teachers for work in rural coJllll\lDities.
In making this study the writer surveyed other literature that

is related to this problem, however, it waa found that only a limited
amount of research J11&terial oould be found on problems involving
cooperative teaching •
. It was revealed however, that in the past, the part that teacher•
played in planning together and carrying out coops ratively, curriculum
aotiTitiea bas been negligible.
The data used in this study were secured from two 11ain sources;

however, eaoh source renaled practically the same practices and henoe
no effort waa made to treat the data under separate headings.

One

aet of data was obtained as a Nsult of a short course conducted with
homeaalcing teachera, vocational agriculture teachers and auperviaora
for the purpose of denloping suggestive procedures in organi&ing

and conducting joint progr8ll1S in Texas.

The other aet of data waa

collected through interviews with princi pa ls and vocational teachers
in seven schools that were selected on a basis of their superior work
with joint programs.
The data gathered in this study revealed that teachers parti•
oipating in the cooperative teaching programs included vocational
agriculture and homemaking teacher• (who in every case took a leading pa rt}. principals. English teachers. mathematics teachers. natural
science teachers. and some social studies teachers.

It was evident,

however, that the greater degree or interest sho-.n by non-vocational
teachers was in those situations where the principal had a clear conception and appreciation for the program and took an active part
i• planning it.

In

■everal

situations studied the eleMntary teacher•

conducted units in haraony with the current joint progr8Jll actintiea.
Tenure of service of vooational and homemaking teachers. the
location of their residences, and their marital status showed a direct
relationship to the success ot joint practices and procedures.

It

has been sho1'11 that in the aajority of the situatioa studied, the tenure
or service of vocat~onal agriculture and homemaking teachers was
three or more years.

It was also revealed that three out of seven ot

the schools participating in this study the vocational teachers were
husband and wife.
The average number of high school teachers was five. while the
average number ot eleaentary teaohere in these •ohools was seven.
The high school e:nrollaent showed an average of thirty-six boys and

f'itty•two girls. All high school boys were umbers of the •• F• .&..
and all high school girls -nre members of the JJ. H. T.

These boy a

and girls also showed 100 par cent enrollment in joint claaaea and

actinties.

It wa.a also rewaled that seffnty per cent of these

students were trODl

15 to 18 yeare of age. Th•

elementary- pupils was 132 boys and

164

&Terage number ot

girls.

Groups responsible for planning joint programs included Tooational teachers, principals, non-:vocational teachers, •ew Farmers,
New Homemakers, and farmer, and farm women.

The aims, purpoaea,

and objectives were planned tentatiTely by the Tooationai teachers
and the principal before holding the first meeting.

In denloping joint aotiTities for adults, it has been pointed
out that most of the school,, began by centering interest upon sOIM
special joint activity in which the majority were interested - aa
a "Community Food Show".

Two distinct type, of classes were reported aa being usedJ exchange of classes and joint unit alas••••

Both types were detended

but more emphasis was placed upon the latter.

Data on the number of lessons taught sh01red that annually an
average of twenty-senn leaaona wan taught high school student, and

that twenty-four meetings were held with adults, one-haif of which
ware classified under nine general headings, namelys "~•tablishing

Family Relations", "Jlanaging The Farm. .And Business", "ProTiding Wholesome Jrutrition For The Faaily", •Im.proving Persona! Appearance",
Improving HOile ConTeniencea", "Providing WholHome Recreation",

"Beautifying The Farm Bom.e", •Improving Health and Sanitation•, and
•Assisting 111 th The War Effort••

These genera.L problems were broke•

down into lesson topics or units, several of which were listed under

each general probl...
There were any activities revealed as having been carried on
a.Lao in connection with these problems as well as certain actirltiea
that were not directly related.

These activities were c.Lassified

under three headings: activitiea for high school students, activities
for adults and activities involving the whole family.
Twenty-nine problems were reported as having been encountered

in conducting joint programs.

Th• problems were classified into

the following groups:
l.

Problems involved in arranging schedules and physical facili-

ties for planning and carrying out joint programs.
2. Problems involved in arranging effective working relations

among teachers and administrators.

3. Problems involved in maintaining interest in joint aotirltiea
during the war•

4. Problems involved in securing and maintaining the interest
and

cooperation of the looal farmers and their wives.

5. Problems involved in getting students to put into practice
a reasonable amount of what they learn.

Severa! suggested solutions based upon successful experience in
handling these problems were given.
Five factors were renaled as factors of success in conducting
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Cooperative Teaching Programs.

The_ first and the most important of

these was. a clear understanding and a keen appreciation of the program by the school principal and its officials.
There ware also several evidences of success in joint program
actirlties, as improved poultry flocks, improved homes and farm building•

and better social conduct.
Kost of the reference materials used were Farmers Bulletins, which

are publ ished by the United States Department of Agrioultute; Extension
Service Bulletins; Federal Office of Education Bulletins and other

circular m.ateriala.

In every case MJegro Farm Flu.lies Can Feed Them•

selves", (Leaflet Jlo. 8), United States Office of Education, was among
the first to be untioned as a reference.

The tables and charts in

this leaflet were especially helpful.
Conclusiona. Using the foregoing tacts as a basis, the writer has
reached several conclusions regarding the principles and practices
that characterize cooperatifl teaching programs included in this study.
They are as folloni
1. Considerable progress has been made in cooperative planning
and teaching sine• 1935•
2. Vocational agriculture teachers, homemaking teachers, and
principals take th• initiative in planning the program,.

3. To obtain maximum results from cooperative teaching there
must be a clear aympathetic understanding alld appreciation of the
program by the school principal and other adll\inist ratora.

4• Tenure of service, marital status. place of residence of the

vocational agriculture and homema.ldug teachers ha,,. the following
relations 'b> the auooees of cooperative teaching programs,
a. tenure of two or JDOre year

b. teaohe ra

ia desirable

o are married and 11 ve in the local OOJIIIDUlli ty

th• year round haTe greater poaaibilities for 1ucoes1 th&Jl
tingle teachers and teaohera who do not reside in the local
community.

5.

In the aoat suocesaf'ul oooperative teaching situations the

principal. the vocational teachers, the non-TOoational teachera, th•
Bew Farmer, of "-mrica, the lew Homslll8.kers, the farm.era, and the farm.

women participated int he planni?lg.

6. Two diatinot types of class a are being used, naely, •joiat
imit" and "exchange claa1e1R with joint unite reoeinng •jor npha1i1.

7. Subject matter included in cooperative teaching programa should
be fro• certain areas of the vocational agrioultu
teacher•' ann
aexea.

and th• h

1 programs of work that are of COIIIJllon utereat to both

Teaching problems inolw.ea
a. Establithing family relation•

b. »anaging the farm and hoJ118 bu~ine11
o. Providing wholeaau nutriticn for th• family
d. Illproving peraona.1 appearance

•• Iaproving h

r.

maki g

e

convenienoea

Providing llholuome recreation

g. Beautifyi~ the farm h
h. Improving health and 1anitatioa

1. Asshting with the war effort

8. Joint class•• for high school atudenta should Met on awn.g•
of tnnty•eeven periods in a year. while adult joint classes •et at
least twelve times annually.

9. lfeny well planned joint aotivitiea for both the high school
atudents and adults are essential to a successful joint program..

10. Jfost of the problems encountered in joint progrems are due
to lack of adequate plaming.
11. Follow up service and evaluation of joint activitie s are not

nll orgwzed.
12. Teachers in the elementacy department can play an important

part in cooperatin teaching programs.
Reoommendationa.

In view of the information obtained from

reterenoes, interviews, obaer-tations of the writer (a1 Itinerant Teacher
Trainer in Vocational Agriculture in Texas) and information obtained
through the joint program short course referred to in Chapter I the
writer JU.lcea th• following reconundationar
1. More time should be devoted to plaming cooperative teaching

programs.
2. That all groups that are expected to participate in the joint
program should participate

in the planning.

3. 1hat there must be mtual understanding and

agreement betn••

the vocational agriculture teachers and home:maldng teachers and the
principal as to the aims• purposes
in conducting the progrUt.

am

general procedures involved

4. Vocational a griculture and homemaking teachers should

be em-

ployed the year round and reside in the local COJIIII.W"1,ty where coopera•
tin teaching programs are conducted.

5. Teacher turnover should be avoided whenever possible.

6. •Joint unit
7• Probl

classes• are preferred to •exchange clae1e•••

chosen as subject matter for joint clasaea should be

selected from the regular vocational teacher•' annual programs of work.
They ahould include the following:
a. Establishing family relations

b. Jfanaging the farm and home busina11
c. Providing whole101118 nutrition for t he family
d. Improving personal appearance
e. Improving home conveniencea

f. Providing wholesome recreation for the family
g. Beautifying the farm home
h. Improving health and sanitation and other probleu of
common concern to both boys and girls and aen and women
in the oommuni ty
8. F.aoh or these general problems ahould be sub-di "rided into
topics. jobs. leaaons, or unit• ao aa to cover an average of twentyseven class periods per year for the high school stwlenta and twe!ve

or aore for joint adult cla1se1.

9. Kore emphasis should be placed upon systematic f ollow-up and
evaluation of joint aotiT.itiea.
10. Teachers in the elaentar,y depart1111tnt s of school conducting
joint progrllll18 ahould be encouraged to oa.rry out instruction unite
of work -that are in barsony with current joint aotiviti•••
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11. Teachers involved in new procedures should be encouraged to
consider these procedures in relation to the total school program.
12. The administrators should work with the teachers to help
themselves as well as to clarify the teachers' concepts of the program.
e.nd its objectives.

13. Informal group planning prompted by mutual concern rather
than by direction of some leader is desirable and should be encouraged.

l.4. More emphasis should be placed upon cooperative teaching
with reference to farmers and farm woman.
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APPENDICF,S

A. Schedules and Interviews
Ia. Form for interview with Supervisors and Teacher Trainers
Of Vocational Agricultural and Homemaking Education
Ib. Form for interview with District and Area Supervisor of
Agricultural and Homemaking Education
Ila. Form for interview with school Principals
IIb. Form for interview with Vocational Agriculture and Homemaking Teachers
B. Exhibit of Letters Written
C. Joint Short Course Committee Reports on Practices and Procedures
in Conducting Joint Programs and Persons and School5 Supplying
Information on Interview Schedules
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APPENDIX A

EXHIBIT OF SCHEDULF.s USED IN COLLECTING
DATA
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-------

PRAIRIE VIEW STATE COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS
Schedule No. Ia
Interview with State Supervisors and Teacher Trainers of
Vocational Agricultural and Homemaking Education

Data on Selection of
Successful Cooperative
Teacging (Joint Program)
Situations in Texas Vocational
Agriculture Departments for
Negroes
O. J. Thomas, Interviewer

Date

I

Name of Official

Title

A. Give the names and location of ten (10) of the most successful Cooperative Teaching (Joint Program) Situations in Vocational Departments for Negroes in Texas and make a brief statement on
the reason for your selection.
location

Name

-

Reason for vour Selection

.

~
I\.)

-

PRAIRIE VIEW STATE COLLEGE

PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS
Schedule lb

Interview with District and Area Supervisors of Vocational
Agriculture and Homemaking Education

Data on the Selection
of Successful Cooperative
Teaching (Joint Program)
Situations in the five
Vocational Agriculture
area for Negroes in Texas
o. J. Thomas, Interviewer

Date

----------------

NAME OF PERSON INTERVIEViED_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _TITLE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A. Give the names and location of the three (3) most successful Cooperative Teaching (Joint Program)
Situations in the area under your supervision, for Negroes in Texas
Name

Location

Reason for Your Selection

No. 1
2.
,3.

4.

5.

t;
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PRAIRIE VIEW STATE COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEr., TEXAS
Schedule Ila
I

Data on Cooperative
Teaching or (Joint Program)
O. J . Thomas , Interviewer

I nterview with School Principal
Date

----- ------ Pl ace
-----------Name of School
---- ---------------

A. Give your impression of the Joint Program as a method of teaching by checking the statement belo~ that coincides with your
impressions :

1 . It has proved very helpful_____ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _
2 . It has proved helpful..___ _ _ __ ________ _ __

3 . It has not proved helpful n:or harmful_____ __ _ __

4. It has proved helpful but-(specific Exception )_ _ __ _

• It i s undesir able and should be discontinued_______

B. State briefly the reason for the above answer_____ _ _ __

C. What suggestions can you offer for the improvement of this program?

45
Sc edule Ila - continued

D. hat departments, other than voe tional, in your school participated in this pro 5rrun? Make a brief statement showing the nature
of participation of each. (Check departments that participated
and make a statement after etch)
Social Studies

English

Science

athem tics

-----------------------------• Is it your opinion that Cooper tive Teachi g ba don Voe t ·on l
gricultur
d Ho em ing or fa
f ily living bould involv
d partments in the school?
yes or no
brief st-tem nt of your re sons:

iv
Co

nt
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PRAIRIE VIEr ST TE COLLEG
PRAIRIE VI , TEXAS

chedule Ilb

Intervie
it Vocation l Agriculture
and I omemaking Teachers

Data on Cooperative Teaching
(Joint Pro~ram)
0. J. Thomas, Intervie ·er
Name of Departr, ent

Date
--------------Pl ce

---------------

"--------------·---------

A. Indicate by the ( V) sign whetl er your dep rt ent engages i
operative Teaching practice or not.

Co-

1. Cooperative Teaching is carried on _____ •
2. Cooperative Teaching is not carried on_ _ _ _ •
J. Cooperative T~aching has been practiced in this school

d
department - - - - : - - - - - years.
no. of years
4. During this period there bas been _______changes in the
no. of chan es
personnel of the Agriculture department and----:-~--- in
no. cf changes
the department of Homema.kine F.ducatio.
5. The Vocatior.al Agriculture teacher is I rried _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •
yes or no
6. The Homem king teacher is marri d_ _ _ _ _ _ •
y
or no
7. he Vocational riculture teacher re ides in the locol com~unity the year round._ _ _ _ _ _ _ •
yes or no
8. The Homem ki
teacher resides in th local community th
round_____
yen er no
d ife_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
d
9. The two teachers are hu
y
or no
e in the to Voe tio l
10. I there an advante. e or
ch otherl_
•
d
Teachers being husband

-·

-----·-

Verify

our stste ent._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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B. Nwnbar in Ranking Order the individuals who took the initiative in
planning your program involving Cooperative Teaching

No. in
Ranking Order

.LDC11V1QUa.L
Participating
in Planning

Remarks

Principal
Homemaking Teacher
Vocational Agriculture
Teacher
Both Vocational Teachers
shared equally
N.F.A.. Boys

Local Farmers
Local Farm Women
Pastors of
Local Churches
Others- List and
indicate oart taken

c.

Give in regular order the steps taken in planning the Joint
Program activities.
Step l.

Prior to holding the first group meeting

··----------------b. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
o •. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Step 2.

ork accomplished at first meeting
a.
b.
c.

Step 3. Work accomplished at second meeting
a.

b.
c.

Step 4.

ork accomplished at third meeting
a.

b.
c.

D. Method of conducting classes in which Cooperative Teaching is done.
Check the types of Cooperative classes conducted:
a. Exchange of classes bet een the to vocational teachers_.

---

b. Exchange of classes between Vocation 1 te cher and
English teacher,
Vocatjonal Agriculture teacher and cience teacher______; Vocational Agriculture and Mathematics teacher
• Vocational A iculture a1.d Social Studies teacher~
• Vocational
Agriculture and other teachers._____ •
c. Vocational teachers plan and ork jointly with N. F •• er..d
N.H . T., Farmers and Farm omen on prob ems and activities
co on to these groups.________________ •
d. The entire faculty uses the Cooperative
common problems and activities affectih

ethod of teachi g
farm family living

---------------------------·

e. Whi~h of the above methods have proved most e-fective?
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E. Give the following data for 1943-44:
1. The number of high school teachers in the school

2. The number of elementary teachers in the school

·-------

-------

3. Total high school enrollment, boys._____..cirls______
total

------4. Enrollment
in school boys

, girls________
total
5. Number of boys enrolled in V. A. below 14 years of age
15 to 18 years of age
• 19 years c..nd above_ _ _ _ •
Bow many oftrese boys participated in your Cooperative classes?
______ • How many \\ere members of the N. F. A.?_ _ _ __
6. Number of girls enrolled in Homemaking below 14 years of age
_______,· 15 to 18 years of age
· 19 or above_
How many ofthese girls participated in your Cooperative classes?
______• How many were members of the N. • T. ?_ _ _ __
7. Give the number of farmers that participated in your Cooperative
teaching program_ _ _ _ _ _ ; the number of farm omen_ _ _ •

-~----

-----

-----

F. Give the number of lessons or jobs taught Cooperatively to boys and
girls_______ to women and men._____________
.J

G. List in order of their importance five (5) of the most successful
activities carried out between the N. F. A. and N.H.T.

bet een the women and men,___________________

hp~ween the entire famil,y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

------------------------------
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1. Check ( V) the general problems listed belo

( tnat are
related to both the Homemaking and Vocational griculture)
included ih your Cooperative Teaching Program and give example of two jobs t~u0 ht under each:

a. Est blishing family relations_.__.___________

b.

ana in

the farm and home business._,__ _ _ _ _ _ __

-----------------------c. Providing

holesome nutrition fort

f

ily_._(_._)_ __

d. Im.prov ng per onal appear nce~_.s___________

e. Improving home conviences,~-'-------------
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f. Providing wholesome recreation~_,__

_________

g. Eeautifying the farm home

·------------------

h. Improving he 1th and sanitation_LL---------

i. Others: Write in other pro lems that h ve been included and·give two jobs ta ht under each

V.

,'hat reference mat rial h vo you found to be most helpful in
teaching Joint Activities? Check mat rial you h e us d and
ive other materials:
• Negro Farm Families Can Feed T
b. Annual T aching Plans Lon tie Pro

elves
s

c. Textbooks on ,ethods of Teaching ( peci

)
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d. Bulletins publi~hed b Agricultural Extension
S rv:J.ce (specify)

e. Other

1. ,

2.

-----------------------

3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - /4.• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

K. State~ National Joint Progr s
1. Have the State and National Programs of ork for Cooper tive
Te ching in Vocations
griculture, Ho emaki g d other
subjects been helpful? h d no definite effect? or hindrance
in carrying on a successful pro ri,11?
Indicate your ans er by ckeck ( ✓)
a. They have been helpful.__________
b. They have been ineffective________
c. They have hindered the progress of the program______

2. In hat ways have the State and National P ogr
ful?

s

proved help-

a. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

b. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
c. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L.
1. Give in order of their import
encountered in connection 1th C
cate ho
extent you

a.

av
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c.
d.

e•

• What do you consider the ma jor f ctors respon ibl for the success
of your program?

• In

hat ways h ve teachers other than the Vocational A iculture
teachers participated int Coopera~ive teachin
program?
d Homemakin

Engli~h teacher_______________________

------------------------------oci
tudi
t · h£r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, _________
l ..

s

theL.:E tics teacher___________________ ,

Science teac ers____________

Other teachers,______________________

O. What evi<lences can you upply showing that Cooperetiv Teaching
ha proved successful in your department and Co un ty?
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P.

at procedure h~ve you used in conductin follow-up ork?
Check methods used:
l. Used individual permanent record
2. Follow-up visits and check up__-_ _ _ _ __
3. Care in selecting ~orthwhile activities that can be
scored objectively:______
4. Tea hers make recommend tions and give assi tance nen
visitin...__ _ _ __
5. Students made a record of sug estions offerec6. N. F. A. and N. H. T. members marry d put into practice the principles learned______
7. List other methods used

___

a.
b •._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
c. __________________________

Q. What procedures have you us ed to measure resultr f your Cooperative teaching program? Check the fo lo ring procedure that you
have used ( / )
1 . Practiced follow-up supervision to determine succes, failures and problems encountered, nd to render assist nee hexe
pos~ible_________
2. Practiced the use of Comparative Study ( fore and fter)
ma.king use of pictures, scope increase, etc. _______
3. Comparative ability of students so ork together before ad
~fter________
l. rPctice the use of gr ph charts sbowin chan es in enrollmeu1-, extent of participation, achi v ent _________
5. Used the objective type-test-.-_ _ _ __
6. Uced other methods (indicate)

APPENDIX B

Exhibit Of Letters ritten In Search Of Studies
Of Similar Nature
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PRAIRIE VIEW STATE COLLEGE
Prairie View, Texas

Division of .Agriculimre

Dean of the School of Education
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, Minnesota
Sirs:
I am making a study on "Suggested Principles and Practices
for Cooperative Teaching with Special Reference to the
Part to be Taken by Vocational Agriculture."
I have been informed that some very outstanding work has
been done in Minnesota through Kellog Foundation on Cooperative teaching.
I shall be very rateful to you for any materials on Cooperative or Joint Teaching and any references on this
subject.
For your convenience I am enclosine a stamped envelope.
Very truly yours,

O. J. Thomas
Itinerant Teacher Trainer
OJT:omt
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PRAIRIE VIEW STATE COLLEG •,
Prairie View, Texas
May ll, 1944
Division of .Agriculture

Mr. Theodore Rice
Michigan State Board of Education
Lensing, Michigan
Dear Sir:
I am making a study on "Suggested Principles and
rqctices for Cooperative Teaching" and I have been
informed that you have done some very outstanding
~ork in Cooperative teaching in Michigan. If you
have any materials on this method of teaching or if
you ?Till furnish me references as to where such
materta.ls may be obtained, I shall thank you very
kindly for your assists.nee.
For your convenience I am enclosing a stamped
envelope.
Very truly your,

o.

J. Thomas,
Itinerant Teacher Trainer.

OJT:omt

PRAIRIE VIEW STATE COLLEGE
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Prairie View, Texas

May ll, 1944

Division of Agriculture

Dr. George F. Zook
The American Counsil of Education
744 Jackson Place

f.asbington, D.

c.

Dear Dr. Zook:

I am making a study oh "Principles and Practices for
Cooperative Teaching, with Speci 1 Reference to the
Part to be Taken by Vocational Agric ture."
I shall thank you very kindly for any materials hich
you have or any references hich you might give me
that deals with Cooperative Teaching.
For your convenience I am enclosing a stamped envelope.
Very truly your

O. J. Tho s
ltinera t Tea

OJT:omt

r

r ainer.

PRAIRIE VIEW STiTE COLLEGE
Prairie View, Texas
May 11, 1944
Division of Agriculture

r. L. H. Dennis, Executive Secretary
American Vocational Association
·ashington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Dennis:
I am ma.king a study on "Suggested Principles and
Practices for Cooperative Teaching With pecial
Reference to the Part To Be Taken by Vocational
Agriculture."
I Rball t
you very kincil;r for any materials or
references on this subject of Cooperative or Joint
Teaching.
Fnclosed is a check for one dollar ( 1.00) to be
applied to a subscription for the Journal d membership fee.
For your convenience, I am enclosing a stamped
envelope.
Very truly your",

Tr iner.
OJT:cmt
encl. 2
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FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY
U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION
Washington
Zont

?5
June 16. 1943

Professor O.J. Thomas
Itinerant Teacher Trainer
Prairie View State Normal
and Industrial College
Prairie View. Texas
Dear Professor Thomas:
This is in reply to your letter of June 9 requesting the
most recent suppl,mont ot Bulletin 180. Summaries of Studies
in Agricultural Fducation.

No supplement to Bulletin 180 has been published. Enclosed
is Teacher Training Release No. 12 listing studies in agricultural
education completed and in progress in 1935-36. This may be
of some use to you.
Dr. Lathrop will be in the field until the end of the
month. Your letter will be call d to his attention at this
time.

Sincerely yours.

Acting Secretary
to F.W. I.e.throp

Eno.

PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NO

.AND INDUSTRIAL

COLLEGE
Prairie View, Texas
Office of the Librarian
July 10, 1943

Mr. o. J. Thomas
Campus
My

Dear Mr. Thomas:

The titles listed below have come to the Library at your request.
I have indicated the date of arrival and the date for the return
of each one.
Notice of their arrival was telephoned to your home and to your
office soo i after they came.
The transportation charge on the listed comes to $1.94.
Very truly yours,

O. J. Baker,
Librarian

OJl:1/FMC

Theses Received for Mr. O. J. Thomas
1. Ahalt. Teaching vocational agriculture in relation to community farm practices
Arrived 7-3-43
Due
7-14-43
2. Cammack. A study of the home and farm conditions affecting a
joint program of agriculture and home economics •
.Arrived 7-6-43
Due
7-17-43

3. Downey.

The essentials of a handboo~ for the 4-h Club lea er
.Arrived 7-6-43
Due
7-17-43

4. Green. Job contracts in swine production
Arrived 7-6-43
Due
7-19-43
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C01ll~ISSION ON TEACHER EDUCATION
AMERlCAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION
744 Jackson Place
Washington, D. C.
Office of the Director

May 22, 1944

Mr. O. J. Thomas
Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College
Prairie View, Texas
Dear Mr. Thomas:
President Zook, of the American Council on Education, bas referred your letter to me for reply. I regret
the necessity of reporting that the Council does not have
any special materials bearing on the subject of your interest.
I believe, however, that you ould be able to get some help
from Dr. George P. de Yoe at ichigan State College, East
Lansing, Michigan.
Sincerely yours,

Karl • Bigelo
Director

UNIVERSITY OF INNESOTA
College of Education
epartment of Agricultural Education
University Farm, St. Paul

lay 20, 191.4

r. o. J. Thomas
Itinerant Te cher Trainer
Prairie View State Normal and
Indu.trial College
Prairie View, Texas
Dear Mr. Thomas:
Your letter of ay 11 addressed to the Dean of the School
of Education, University of Minnesota has found its ay to
~ desk.
Your study on "Suggested Principles and practices
for Cooperative Teaching with Special Reference to the Part
to e taken by Vocational Agriculture" sounds very intereRting. It is not clear as to just what you have in mind
in connection ·th your problem as far as work here in Minnesota is concerened. You mentioned the Kellog Foundution as
a cooperative agency so we are ~ondering if you bad ichigan
in mind. May we suggest that you write to Dr. H. M. Bryam,
Teacher Training Department, College of Agricul re, East
Lansing, Michigan . It may be that they are doing so ething
along that line that ould be helpful.
In the meantime, if you care to take the time e would like
to have you write more in detail as to hat you have in ind
d if we are doing anything here that fits ·nto the pattern of your problems , you may rest assured that e shall be
happy to every help we can.
Sincerely yours,

A • • Field, Professor
Head o the Department
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AlERIC.AN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
Office of the Executive Secretary
Denrike Building, 1010 Vermont Avenue
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Republic 6206
May 22, 1944

o. J . Themas
Box 92
Prairie View State College
Prairie View, Texas
Mr.

Dear Mr . Thomas:
Your letter of May 11 was duly received. There has been some
delay in replying to your letter due to my considerable absence
from the office attending various important meetings and conferences.
In your letter you ask for materials ~r references on tho subject of cooperative or joint teaching. We regret e have no
information of this nature available. As you know, the A. V. A.
has a very limited staff, and because of this is unable to
develop certain services . Perhaps you could secure some assistance from Dr. Frank Lathrop, or D. M. Clements, both of the
Vocational Division staff of tne U. s. Office of Education. I
am sorry that we do not seem to have much help for you along
the line of your inquiry.
Sincerely yours,

L. H. Dennis,

F.xecutive Secretary
LHD:D

•

THE UNIVERSITY OF' TEXAS

School of Education
AUSTIN 12

Departrr.ent of Curriculum and Instruction

May 27, 1944

Mr. O. J. Thomas
Prairie View State College
Box 92
Prairie View, Texas
Dear llr . Thomas:
All of the cooperative student teac ing whl.ch was
done in connection vdth the work of the Vl. K. Kellog
Foundation was handled under the auspices of the Michigan
State College at East Lansing, Michigan. I am not a re that
any materials ere published regarding this undertaking. No
doubt you can get a digest of the EJxperience and such mimeographed materials they might have by writin to the chairman
of the department of education of that institution.
Cordially yours,

Henry J. Otto,
•raduate Professor of
Elementary .Ad.mini tration and
Curriculum.

HJO;hh

APPENDIX C

l. Names of persons attending Joint Short Course in 1942
2. Personnel comprising joint committees
3. Vocational teachers and principals supplying information on inquiry forms and their locations

4. Joint committee reports, including the following:
a . Joint program planning
b. Daily shedule planning
c . Lesson planning
d. Follow-up and evaluation
e . Problems
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NANES .AND LOCATIO OF TEACHERS ATTENDING
JOI T SHORT COURSE HELD AT
Prairie i ew State College
Prairie View, Texas
Sur.mer 1942
uocational Agri culture Teachers
Mr .
Mr .
Mr .
Mr .
Mr .
Mr.
!r .
Mr .
r.
Mr .

r.
r.

E. I. .Anderson, Rosen mld School, Marshall, Texas
Ollie J • .Anderson , Pennington School, Pennington, Texas
Enos E. Brown, Richards School, Ri chards, Texas
Reginald O. Brown, Flint Bill School , Palestine, Texas
F. M. Cunningham , A. & M. Consolidated School, College
Station , Texas
Napoleon Davis , Lott School, Lott, Texas v
ilton Flemmings , Glade ter School , Glade.at er, Texas
Charles L. Jini;les , Viillis Scllool, illi::; , Texas
Thomas Johnson , Post Oak School , Crockett, Texas
w. L. Kissam , Je1.ckson School, Tyler, :'ex s
E. F. Lee, Ne Gulf School, Hew Gulf , Texas
Elmo C. Lyons , Quitman School, ~uitman, Texas
Van ruren c Clellan, L~ndale School, Lindele , Tex~f
F. D. rw~c Clure, Apple Sprines School, Apple Springs , Te s
Leon u, Maeon, Carver High School, Karnack, Texas
J . 1, . ,ontgomery, Hooks School , Books , Texas
Bert Muse , Stanton-'hitehouse S .hool, Tyler, Texas
O. W. Sadberry, Smith Graded, Gause , Texas
E. J . Washington, Redle.nd School, Tyler , Te s

omemaking Teachers
iss Ola Belle Allen San ~arcs School , San arcus , Tex s
·
~•argarette Cart~r , Aycocl<s School, Pockdale , Texas
B1 anche Dou las , Caldwell High, Celwell, Texas
• • Fuller , Oakwood School, Oakwood, Texas
iss Luella Harrison, o. J . Thomas Sc ol, Cameron, Te
iss Lucy Hobdy, Fi chland School , Poi ~t , Texas
Miss Rubye L. Madison, Smi th Gr,~ded School , Gause , Texas
illia • Roberts Carver School, Navasota, Texas
iss Florence Tillman,' c rtha e School , Carthage, Texas
•rs . Ora aye Thompson, Fisher School, 1:. thens , Te s

JO TNT PR"',..~.... .,
IV1SlONS 0
J'OllT .AGRlCUL
1

OK

m.ucs

0.N 472

PRAIRIE VIEh STATE COLLEGE

Prairie View, Texas
SUI:lI!ler - 1942
Committee Reports are due July 7, 1942
The following Committees on Content of Joint Progran1 Handbook are composed of Vocational Agriculture and Home
r:.1cld.ng teachers in Texas, Teacher-Trainers, and Area Supervisors. The ~edures listed here are suggestive
only. It is hoped that much thought and careful ple..nning will be done by ~ommittees.
TITLE OF' COMMITTEE AND
PLAC'F' OF 1\EETING
I. Aims and Objectives

I
SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

l. Give a brief statement of the aspects of farm family living.

Room 110 Household
Arts Building

II. Procedures in Developing and conducting a Joint
Program
Room 101 Household
Arts Building

MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE

E. D. McClure
M. B. Flemmings

2. Definitions:

Miss Ruby Madison

(a) Joint Program
(b) Such standard terms as Unit job, farm feed
family problem, joint project, etc.
3. State clearly the aim of the Joint Program
4. State plearly several purposes of objectives
of the Joint Program

Advisers:
o. J. Thomas
E. F.. Collins
L.A. Potts

l. Outline tne necessary steps in conducting a Joint
Program.
2. Submit a case study - a story of a successful

Joint Program. In this outline include a statement regarding the desirability of official teachers (other than Homemaking and Vocational
Agriculture, and other agencies participating)

N. I,. Davis
Reginald O. Brovme
Miss L. Harrison
Advisers:
E. E. Collins
Miss E. c. May
$

.Toin:(; l"'rogrrun comr.ittee on handbook - 2
COMMIT'l'EE J}J[)_ PL_ACE OF AIEI!.'Tl.NG

III. Classification of Joint Farm
Family Problems and Joint

teaching jobs.
Room 106 Household Arts
Building

IV. Joint Lesson Planning
Room 102 Household Arts
Building

V. Common Problems in Conducting Joint Programs in
Texas
Room 204 Household Arts
Building

SQGGESTED PROCEDURES
1. Set up criteria for selecting or determining
desirable joint teaching jobs.

2. Make a list of tll the farm family problems
common in Texas.
3. Make a list of joint teaching jobs under
each of the problems in Number two.

MEM.BfRS OF COllo!JAITTEE

iss k. Carter
• F. Douglass

Advisers:
iss L. M. Paley
B. S. Luter

1. Statements of recognized authorities on the
W. L. Kissam
importance of well planned lessons as r elated Mrs. A. F. Douglass
to effective teaching.
L. u. Mason
2. Bow joint teaching differs from that of separc:.,te groups as related to the purposes of
Advisers:
joint teaching.
E. M. Norris
3. Work out several type lesson plans (include
E. E. Collins
a plan under each of the farm family proMiss E. c • .M~
blems.)
4. Provision should be made for adult teaching
and activity in connect ion with planning
lessons.
5. Plan lessons so as to provide for action or
participation by varying teaching procedures
to include not only lecture and discussion
but laboratory and other exercises.

1. Work out suggestions that might be of use
to teachers in working with the problems l:isted by the group.
2 . Include any other problem that you consider
common and of importance, if such problem
should arise.

Elmo Lyons

Van Buren McClellan

T. H. Johnson
Advisers:
L.A. Potts
S. E. Palmer
E. E. Collins
~

Joint Proeram Committee on Ran.fibook - 3
COMMITTEE AND PLACE OF .MEETING

VI. Procedures in Saccess.ful
follow-up work with the
Joint Program

- ~ ~ - - ___......._......._=====---======-;-;=
SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

E. J. Washington

ducting follow-up T-ork,.
2. Make suggestions as to steps of procedure in
conducting follow-up work.

A. B. Davis
Miss o. E. Allen
Advisers:
s. F. Palmer
Miss L. M. Paley
E. V. Norris

Room 110 Household Arts
Building

VII. Arranging Schedules.

MEMBERS OF COMluITTEE

1. Develop forms that will be convenient in coh-

A. Fitting the Joint Program schedule into the
school schedule.
(1) Several examples of smoothly working
schedules can be worked out from these.
(2) The schedules might carry a statement
of explanation as given by the ones who
submit them.
(J) Suggestions on obtaining the full cooperation of the principal in making provision for the Joint Program in the
schedule.

Room 102 Household Arts
Building

O. W. Sadberry

w. M. Roberts
E. R. Lee
O. J. Anderson
Miss

Advisers:

S. E. Palmer
Miss E. c. ~ay
O. J. Thomas

B. Arranging dates on which joint classes will
meet and determining who will teach on each
date.
(V. A. teacher, Homemaking teacher, or both)

c.

Sugsestions on providing space and seats for
large classes.

$

b:_
t Handbook
:a:
-Ill
-· - "" ...... :=::xCOMMITTEE AND PLACE "OF MEETING I
SUGGESTED PHOGEDURES
VIll. .Measuring Results of the
1. Develop forms that can be used for measuring
Joint Program.
progress and for the evaluation of the Joint
Program.
I
2. Work out a list of suggestions as to bow the
Room 101 Household Arts
Joint Program might be evaluated.
Buildi ng
~

IX. Tables, charts, calendars
and references
Room ?04 Household Arts
Building.

1. Make a collection of food charts, feed charts,
garden charts, tables, etc. that are available.
2. Make a collection of work sheets and other
forms that are of use in conducting the Joint
Program.
3. Work out a list of references, bulletins, illustrative materials, etc. that can l e used in
teaching joint classes.

MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE
E. M. Cunningham
Charles Jingles
E. E. Brown
Advisers:
S. E. Palmer
Miss L. M. Paley
E. M. Norris
Bert Muse
E. I. Cunningham
Mrs. F. W. Tillman
Advisers:
S. E. Palmer
o. J. Thomas
Miss L. M. Paley

General Consultants:
Mr. J.B. Rutland, State Supervisor of Vocational Agriculture
Miss Josephine Pazdrall, State Supervisor of Homemaking Education
Special Consultant
Mr. W. M. Elam, Federal Agent for Vocational Agriculture
(Sryecial Groups) U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.

c.
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NAMES AND LOCATION OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE AND HOMEMAKING TEACHERS
AND PRINCIPALS CONTRIBUTING INFORMATION ON INCUIRY FORMS FOR THIS STUDY

NAME OF PERSON INTERVIEWED

SCHOOL AND ADDRESS

POSITION HELD

J. J. Woods
rs . Vannie L. Baldwin

Grapeland High, Grapelend
Grppeland high , Grupeland

Principal and Vocational Teacher
Homemaking Teacher

Jr . r.. 1.- Singletary
Mrs . w. L. Singletary

Green Bay High, Palestine
Green Bay High, Palestine

Vocational Agriculture teadher
Homemaking Teacher

ir. Paul Rutledge

Green Bay High, Palestine

Ex-principal and Supervisor of
Vocational Agriculture

Mr . Bert Muse

Vocational Agriculture Teacher

Mrs. S. E. Palmer
Mr. s. E. Palmer

Stanton-Whitehouse High,
Route 4, Tyler
Stanton-Whitehouse High
Sta.ntoh-Whitehouse

Mrs. W. L. KisRam
Mr.~- L. Kissam
Mr . Jodie Phillips

J ackson High, Tyler
Jackson High, Tyler
Jackson High, Tyler

Homemaking Teacher
Vocational Agriculture Teacher
Superintendent, Jackson District

Mr . C.R. Walker
rs. M. B. Flemmings

Shiloh High, Longview
Shiloh High, Longview

Vocational Agriculture Teacher
Ex-homemaking Teacher

Ur. Hans E. Hill
rs. Nannie B. Aycock

Trinity High, Trinity
Trinity High, Trinity

Vocational Agriculture Teacher
Teacher of Elementary Grades

r. I. W. Williams
Mrs . I. W. Williams

I. W. Williams High, Pledger
I. W. tilliams High, Pledger

Vocational Agriculture Teacher
Homemaking Teacher

•

1

Homemaking Teacher
Supervisor of Vocational Agriculture

;::3

JOINT SHORT COURSE COMMITTEE
Reports
On Practices and Procedures
In Conducting Joint Programs
In Texas, Summer - 1942
Prairie View State College

Note: These reports were submitted to the entire
cl&ss of Vocation~l Teachers of Agriculture and
Homemaking and revised according to their suggestions.
Supervisors and Teacher Trainers served as Advisers
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CLASLIFICATION OF FARM FAMILY PROBLEMS
ACCORDING TO GROUPS SET UP IN THE
SMITH HUGHES LA .

Group 1. Vocational Agriculture boys and Homemaking girls
This group does not assume full responsibility for the
solution of farm problems , but are c part of the cooperative force in meeting such problems. Some of the speci:ic
problems of this group are :
A. Assuming some responsibility in f'l.Dlily living, ith
an understancing that each individual should take his
or her share of -

(1) responsibilities of irls from e rly youth
to maturity
(2) responsibilities of toys from e~rly youth
to maturity

B. Deciding on a vocation in life

(1) The comparison of rural and urban life
(2) The opportunities in various vocations a
compared ·ith Agriculture and HoDemaking

C. Earning, saving and investing to enable them to become estE:a.blished in farming aRd homemaking once the
decision has been ade to become a farmer or homema er
Group 2. Om,. of School~ (Male and Female)
There is reginning to arise in the individual• of this group
the urge and desire tc establish a f rm 1o~e . They are seeking ·ays and means of brin1;;,ing this into a reality. Some of
the problem confronting them as they make pro ress in becoming established i f rming and homemaking are-

A. Locat·
homem

ond val
ine

·+j

oppor

nitie

in farminb

d

B. Developing an ap~reciatin~ for an underst ding of the
joint responsibilitie~ of f~rm family living
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c.

Developing the right attitude toward farming and home•
making as a mode of living

D. Having a clear conception of the job and abilities
ncecssary to manage ~he farm and noms business.
E. Developing the ability to select the farm on which to
begin the venture.
F. Farmulating and executing a written plan for the •wise
Group 3. Adults or Evening School Members
In this group--mi:e problemstfuit arise are genuinely real, and
it is with this group that the Vocational Homemaking and Agri•
culture teachers have need to concentrate a large portion of
their energies. Individuals in this group are confronted with
the following problems almost daily,
A. Providing economic security
B. Securing food for the family

c.

Disposing of surplus farm products

D. Maintaining family health
E. Securing education for the family
F. Conserving natural resources
G. Managing the family business
H. Providing and maintaining a favorable environment
I. Providing for social and recreational activities

In the development of 1he program consideration should be given to
farm-home projeots that are appropriate for these groups.
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ARRANGING SCHEDULES
Joint classes as well as other should be fitted into the school
schedule.

It can be considered a part of the regular vocational cl~ss

work, and not necessarily special or an extra-curricular activity.
The teacher of Homemaking and Vocational Agriculture work on percent basis- fifty, seventy five, and one hundred percent.
ten creates a problem in schedule making.

This of-

In the event the principal

is not the vocational teacher, the plans for the provision of joint
classes should be thoroughly understood between the homemaking, vocational agriculture teacher and the principal before schedule making
time.

The nmnber of teachers teaching in the high school department

effects the joint program schedule considerably.
It is also necessary for the teachers of the joint class to plan
lessons and jobs ahead of time indicating each teacher's responsibility as well as the pupil's responsibility.
The schedule should provide enough tiue to complete a unit or
units.
1. Early in the year while plans, objectives, etc. are being aeveloped, homemaking and agriculture groups may meet together one or
more times per weet.
2. After the program gets underway, meetings should be held as
often as it is found necessary.

3. During summer months, once per month may be often enot~b to
have group together for work and recreation.
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The following schedules are only suggestive as

i:m

aid in arr6llg-

ing individual schedules.

The following scbeduld is being used in Smith Graded High School.
There are six tetichers in the system, two full time high school
teachers.

The Homemaking teacher i

employed on fifty percent basis,

snd the Vocational Agriculture teacher is seventy.five percent basis.
The Agriculture teacher is also principal, and devotes twenty-five
percent of the tic e to shcool adminstration as the schedule below

will indicate.

In as much as the Vocational Agrjculture and Home-

making classes meet at the same time each day, it therefore , does
not afford any conflict.

DAILY oC.,HEDULE

-10 .HE
ll-12 A
n

n

II

11.Music

12 Civics
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Thi& schedule is being used in Navasota Colored High School.

The

Vocational Agriculture teacher ~orks on fifty percent basis; the
Homemaking teacher on one-hundred percent basis.
teachers in the bi~h school.
afternoon, once per week.

Ther are five

Joint classes are arranged for the

The agriculture teacher is principal.

DAILY SCHEDULE

-

T E

MIN.

Madison

Walker

Wade

Reese

Roberts

8:45-9:00

15

~ev.

Dev.

Dev.

Dev.

Dev.

9:00-9:45

45

IAdmin.

10 shop

11 Math.

9 ath

10 H.F..

9:,45-10:30

45

112

10 shop

ath.

11 English 10 •••

10:30-11:15 45

Admin.

11:15-12:00 45

Adm.in.

12:30-1:15

45

9 Ag.

10 Hist.

ll Sc.

1:15-2:00

45

9 Ag.

9 Civics

ll Hist •.·.

2:00-2:45

45

10 Pg.

9 Civics

10 Lib. S

_?:/45-3:30

45

10 Ag.

Activity

ctjvity

12:30-3:30

-

-

11 shop
ll

12 Sc.

12 English 11 H.F.

11 shop

Tues. Joint clasi:;ea

9 English 11 H.F..

-

10 English 9 H.F..
9 H. F..

-- ----

Confer.
Joint
Cle.sses
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A UGGE TED .FDRM FOR SCHEDULING JOiNT LESSONS

J oint Activities

Problem

Approximate number
r.f' 1

1.

Food needed for
good health

1.
2.

(Emphasis on
vegetables needed) 3.

4.
5.

6.

2.

Preparing land for
garden

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
5.
6.

3.

? ntrolling
0

insects

1.

garden
2.

O~!'lr.n!'l

Discuss food needs
Work out list of foods
for a minimum adequate
diet .
Determine amount of
vegetables needed by
3-4
one person
Let children figure
amount of vegetables
needed by family
Determine number of
rows needed to adequately supply the
family.
List vegetables that
grov, best in the community
Selection of site, for
garden at home and
school
Study soil for garden
Determine type of soil
best suited to grm-,
vegetables listed above
5
Preparation of demonstration gardens
a . Fertilizers
b. Garden plan
c . Planting schedule
Study methods of cultivation and care of garden
Demonstration
a . Cold f r ame
b . Hot frame
c . Frame garden
Ac4uaint students ,,i th
common insects
3
Demonstrate practical
methods by which these
insects may be controlled .

Homerncldng

A

iculture

griculture
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roblem

4. Preparation of
vegetables from
garden
(Use meal basis fo
laboratory work)

Joint Activities
• Plan balanced meals using
vegetables gro~n in
demon~tration garden
Prepare the above meals
in laboratory, emphasizing variety

Approximate number
of less...,.o..,.n.._s_ _ _ __

5-6

Homemaking
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If J oint Programs are going to be of greatest value and success , instructors must ,ork out a teaching pr bram .
set up some objectives or goals of attainment.
of etarting on

a

They must

No one would think

trip \,i th out first considering here he v,anted to

go and his reason for going .

The same ~rinciples ap ~, to the

..Jm,.nt Program, otherwise the instructors may have considerable
difficulty in making any outstending success •
.Statement::: cf Becagni zed AutbarUi es on the Importance of well-

PJ anued Lessons.
All work to be successful need to be planned carefully . This
is true for every form of endeavor.

So does the home making

teacher neea to plan her \,ork and plan it carefully and

ell in

adv r,ce. 1
In

eneral most teachers as well as administrators ,,ill con-

cede that some form of lesson planning is esrential to ef.ective
teaching.

Just as there is urgent need for planning for social

security, for economic

tability, and busine s expansion, in like

manner , educationi l work need to be planned before it is carried
into practice.
After t e analysis of a job is made, teaching plans mu 5t be
developed.

1•

Any teaching plan that is not flexible enough to meet

illiam on and Lylse, "Home Making Education in High chool,"
PP. 222
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any necessary
ized.

hanges and is not

~

orkable, is not properly organ-

A contractor would not thin1 of building a structure with-

If this

out just working out some definite plans and blue prints .

is true of the .c.ontractor, it certainly should be true of a teacher,
since definite objective cannot be established vlith out previously being worked out.

Reason Commonly: Advanced in Favor of Lesson Plannine:
1. Lesson plans helps to clarify objectives

2.

Other fa ctors being equal they lead to better methods of
teaching

3. Give co fidence to inexperienced tea:!hers and develop in them
ability to plan instruction effectively
4°

Lescon plans serves as an incentive to teachers to make
adequate preparation for instruction

5. Lesson plan enables the teacher to plan for indivioual 2
differences and special situation that need to be met.

6. In case of sickness it aid substitute in knowing hat to do
7.

G&ins students respect

B, Save time in the classroom
9. Help eliminate discipline problemc

lo.

Helps create students interest.}

lmncrtance of Teaching Class<- s Joint.)¥
It is commonly believed that we should loov tor sources
of st imulation of learning in the life needs of pupils .

This

is internreted by some to mean the needs of adult life or life
outside of school .

Others think of life needs as any ant that

2 Cook, "Handbook on Teaching Vocational AE,Ticulture" pp 102
3 truck, F. T., "Creative Teaching" PP 174
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are a part of life, whether in or out of school.

Education is

life as well as preparation for life, and life needs to include
tho se that spring from school activities as ~ell as from the
environment outside of it.

Therefore if we plan to prepare

the male and female students of our Joint Classes to better
solve the problems of life ,

e must teach them in relation to

the ,,ay tney will meet those problems J!ointly.

Cook,"Handbook on Teaching Vocational griculture"
struck- , F. T., "Creative Teaching", PP 140-141
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The committee has worked out three Joint Lesson Plans to
be used as guides to aid teachers in the Joint Program in making
Joint Lesson Plans.

The teachers are urged to use the illustra-

tive units as guides in developing the remaining units that may
be selected in conducting t heir Joint Proiram. It is expected
also that teachers should adapt the problems and experiences of
these units to the needs of the students and the community.

Jmproxini Health and Sanitat.ion
General Ob jective:

To develop the ability to improve

Health and Sanitatian by exterminating and controlling household pests.
Specific Objective:

To acquaint students ~ith means of

getting rid of household pests.
Problem Stated:

In order to improve the health and

sanitation of your family - What h~s been done in your home
to get rid of rats , mos _uitoes and f lies?
Interest Approach:

How

ill the above named pests affect

th e health of l our family. Whet can be done in your home
to 1mpl'ove itf. H•ritati,m? ,n,,j1,,.,t
,11 ""."S been done in the last 12
,__.
In
months to improve Health and Sanitation in your home?
connection

i th a few

uestions in answering the intereSt of

th e students pictures, charts, or case stories may be used to
show the ill effect that can come from not taking st eps to get

•
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rid of household pests.
Method of Approach:

Class Activity:

Pass out ten minutes

test to be filled in class on diseases caused from rats, mosquitoes and flies, means of destroying breeding places and simple
things that can be done around the home to control the common
household pests .

J.ecture
1. Naming of most of the common insects that are considered
households pests

2. I :1 affects that can come from household pests
3. Importsnce of screening in keeping out pests

4. Simp~e things that can be done around the home to control
household pests

5. Related Sciences:

The teachers of Health or Biology can be

of great assistanc e where such is available.

6. Tests to show progress made from above lessons.
·111ustrative M8terial
Pictures , charts, pamphlets or books.
L'f
1 e cycles of mos uito or fly.

Assignment
your next assignment will be the importance of screening
·
0 n the

benlth of your family.
Reference: Health Bulletins from State Department of Healt b
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Unit I

Improving Personal Appearance

General Objective:

To develop an understanding of the

relation of one's a ppearance to success.
Specific Objective:

To learn the relationship of good

health habits to personal appearance.
ProbLem:

In order to have good perscnal ap1earance

there muit be good health habits.

What would you consider

good health habits?
Interest Approach:

I have pictures of persons here -

some dro,sy, listless, pimpled skin, and some bright eyes,
ulert, etc.

Compare the appearance of the two.

Prodecure:

Activity; Pass out test to be filled in

claEs on eating habits, exercise, sleep and rest as releted
to nersonal appearance.
(;.uestion :

How do you think eatin

personal appearance?

Ho

of children and adults?

habits

ffect

would you compare eating habits
Are there any definite fooas people

should eat to attest appearance and can you see results?
What part does sleep, rest and exercise play in influencing
personal ap nearance?

Compare need of children and adults.

Illustrative material:

Pictures, pamnhlets, books, charts,

individuals (if possible) physical education Instructor.
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Assignment :

Tomorrow we shall discuss the relationship

of personal grooming to anpearance.
appearance .
Reference:

How will grooming affect

What constitutes groor:.ing?
Fabric and Dress - Rathbone and Tarply, PP 12-22

Using Safet~ in the Home and Community
General Objective: To recognize the possibilities of
preventing home accidents, ability to select and use the first
aid e _uipment, and understanding of safety lans and rules.
Specific Objective:

Preventing the losses of homes from

fire.
Problem Stated:

What can be done to prevent the losses

of homes from fire?
Interest Approach:

Ch~rts and pictures showing how rires

're stf'rted .
I thod cf Procedure:

Study questions and recitation:

1.

Sho ld kerosene be used in starting fires?

Why?

2.

How can bad flues and chimneys caure fires?

3.

Where should ashes be emptied1

4.

Why should matches be kept out of reach of ehilaren
and rats?

5.

What harmful affect does rubbish have in dark corners?

6-

Why should lamps be kept away from curtains

?.

SD

d shades?

~by should all fires be put out before leaving th e hous?
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Related Science:
Assignment:

Chemistry

List methods of preventing fires and fires in public

places.
Reference:

Bulletins from State Safety Bureau; Placards from

fire departments of nearby cities and towns.
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JOINT PP..OGfuJri iivTl VI TIES

Th TBE ELE!nEI~TliliY -.,v.hOOL

C&RT I - Showing a distribution of Joint Program activi ties as an integral in the five core areas of
the elementary school
O. J . TriOM.Ji..:: - ITlNEfu.i:iT Tl!..1:1.vdER Tt...nlhER
DUCa'i'lO.t~

AvTIVITlES

LANGUAC.E ARTS

~Ovh.L
.ti.ELaTIO.t-JS

hOMt!; MW
VOliATIO.N.hL s-.rt.T::.

c . 1hri t i ng net s
• Selecti ng
paper
publia memher o
Nutrition
city
the class
in an integreted
d
.
iriting
radio
elementary
script
manager
school
e . Maki ng campaign
eveloping
speeches
slogans
f • 'i,ri ting and "'res en ting plays
i . Giving radio pro

A. Teaching

2 . 1':"eighing and

easuring themselves sy:::tematically

CRE.1:1.TI VE 11.ND
RECREATIVE AftTl:i

• Making posters
for advertising
• Making pictures
that tell the
story ( still ·.nu
, movies )

d . Planning foods

that will help
boys and girls
to r .a.c..h norreal weight

• Reading scales
and measuring
sticks
• Comparing
heights and
weights with
norms
• Figurine the
difference
between the
actual weight
and heiP.hts
Ol

to meet
s of t ~,

E

1.L,TlVITl I:;S

4. U1=- ing Vegetables grown
in the garden

AhTb

.::iOL,lJ...L

REL,-.TIO.l\Jb

OME 1'..ND VOL •• _

TIO.N .n.L ..':\.RT b

l,R~.i-.TlVE aND
RECREhTl VE .lltTb

a. Learning to prepare the vegetables
to get the most
food value
b. Learning to liken
new vegett..bles
c . Learning the food
value of various
vegetables
d. Selecting other
foods to eat with
vegetables
e. Preservihg surplus
vegetables-drying
etc.
f. Preparing, serving
and eating foods

that wer e studjed
5. Conducting
animal and
plant feeding
experiments to
see how food
does make P.
diff'erence

a . Feeding animals
varying a.mounts
of f ood
b. Keeping records
and pictures of
changes
c. Caring for animlil
holding and cleiR
ing
d . Using chemical r.
the soil for
plants
e. Changing amounts
of sunlight for

en

-.t:)

C
t,;

t,TIVITIE'S

aking use of
the hot lunch
pro£Tam as a
teaching device

c. Estiruatin~ the
cost of a gooci
meal

lanning lunches
which mPet ood
ne~•: ;:; -:nl at the
same time is 1r,.e·
by the bo~-F c.nd
.:.ir-Je
b. Choosin~ mcels
a. nr :tl;i _ ~~od
e::i.ting hahits
f. Planning t he

e. Scoring the
meals by the
Texc s Food
c-tandat'd

lun e!

7. Operating a
grocery store

I

la. Visiting a
c. Locating the
grocery
store in the
store
classroom
b. Reading foo
labels
f. Deciding
bat f'oods
to be flold
h. 1'riting and
telling
stori
bout foods
in the stor

supplement to
the home and
school meal
g. Practicing at.rdtnry cere of
e. Building the
store

g. Making and

arr1:1nging
price tags
V;ritine
advertisements

d. Figure out

the bill of
material

'°
0
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"5UGGfbTED

'l'EPS OF PROCEDURE IN

CONDUCTING FOLLOVi-UP ,OilK 11

1. The teacher shoula. guide students in selecting worth while
,activities so the objectives of the progre.m can be met and measured •
•

2. The teachers should see that activities s~lected carries an
element of joint work.

3. The teachers should guide the class in making a thorough job
analysis of all units $tudied.
Through this analysis teachers may determine activity problems
that may arise and partly work out a program for follow un ork.
4.

Follow up visits should be made

i th the idea of teaching as ell

as checking on results being obtained.

5. Visits should be made as often as the teachers think it

ill

contribute to the educational growth of the student and the
successful completion of the project.

6• The teache~s should remain long enough with the student to carefully examine the activity and offer helpful instruction in c ntinuin
th· activity.
7 • The pup 1 should make a written copy of the recomme nd8 t,ion" m e

to him by the teachers.
• The teacher should keep a copy of the reconur.endations

de o

stude t in order to make a check on them during th e next visit
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LIST OF PROBLEMS EN00UNTERED IN CONDUCTING JOINT PROG
By

Texas Vocational Agricultural and Home Economics Teachers
Prairie View State College
Prairie View, Texas

l. Providing a suitable meeting place for joint classes with
adequate seating space to accommodate the entire class.
2. Lack of facilities for accurately checking the results of
• the Joiht Program.

J. Fitting the Joint Pro ram schedule into the schedule of the
entire school program.
~. Lack of understanding and hearted cooperation of the administrative officialsof the school.
5. Lack of cooperation between the Homemaking teach r
teacher of Vocational Agriculture.

d the

6. The Vocational teacher fails to correlate and integrate unit
taught in the Joint Program with related units that are being
taught in the regular Vocational classes.
7. The Vocational teacher fails to follow up units that ar b ing taught in the Joint Program.
8 • Securing suitable reference material, charts, nd supplies
which to carry on the Joint Program effectivel,:.

9. Creating and maintaining the interest of the pu ils co pri in
the joint class.
lO. Getting the poorest income level group to realize th e pos:ibilities of the practices taught in join~ ~lasse not it lttanding the fact that their funds are l1.1Dlted.
11 • Getting nupils to put into practice a reasonable portion of
what they are taught in joint classes.
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